90 DAY SOVEREIGN SELF PATH
Ascend into your most Aligned Service, Reclaim your Ancient
Freedom, Embody your Life of True Vibrancy, Health, Fulfillment,
Abundance and Ease, through rewiring your Old Body Blueprint.

With Isabelle Meiring;
Celebrated Transpersonal Therapist, Leading Coach, Author &
Founder of The Life Blueprint Transformation Process

xxx Isabelle

EMAIL: blueprinttherapyworldwide@gmail.com.

Any further questions & logistics can be addressed in
your free private consult with me.
Within loving anticipation to embrace your heart, your
vision, your healing and your true freedom;
Love,

xxx Isabelle Meiring

“…in my experience, this is
the most rapid and real
course I’ve come across in
spiritual & self development
communities around the
planet."
Literally, just being in contact with Isabelle (we’ve never
met in person) shifted my perception immediately.

It’s not something you can block... the effect of her, the
teachings and the processess..

When you say yes to the

sovereign journey with her, that’s it .
This course has changed both mine and my partner’s life in
every way...

...I pray that each person ready to step into REAL freedom,
finds her work. I am and always will be grateful to
Isabelle…
Unlike other teachers I’ve had and courses I’ve been on –
she is humble, yet strong.

Other routes usually gave me a sense of looking for more
afterwards..

but this gave me my own remembrance

back and that has filled every part of my life. No more
seeking..chasing.

Her information is

integrated and pure. It’s nothing short of a miracle…”

- Linda, 2020

ABOUT THE PATH AND
YOUR 90 DAY JOURNEY WITH ME
Joining this journey, first and foremost, will bring you a
deep remembrance of how to reactivate your natural
Birth-rights:

A free, sentient being in radiant health

& abundance, self- empowered & sovereign, within
a true and pure intention, serving not only your own
path of self-realization and physical embodiment,
but also the true beneficial evolution of all that is,
through your service and offerings;

bringing harmony

back into our human co-creation, as an integral, divine
individual, fully embodying your purpose and inherent
vibration.

This is how we are innately designed to exist.

You are no exception to this – in fact, you have
found this space of total expansion because you
know this within the deepest parts of your natural
being.
The Life Blueprint 90 day Journey offers the Clear Path
to remove obstacles and reconnect with your deep
truth, your service, your sacred business and full
embodiment.

ALIGNED. LUCID. RADIANT. ACTIVE. CLEAR.
NOURISHED.

Through Life Blueprint, you have the real chance to
wrap your hands and your full understanding
around your

behaviours, thoughts, patterns,

illnesses, circumstantial loops and attachment
systems which remain in your life, that keep you
from embodying and receiving full nourishment
in the deep service you provide to the planet.
We have the liberty to really excavate the roots of
our limiting patterns and use the techniques to
replace them with

life giving, nourishing and

authentic patterns for a new life and new
reality of sacred leadership and freedom.
Once you've tasted your raw, still power there's no going
back to a life of anything less.

- Isabelle

WHAT YOUR 90 DAY JOURNEY
WITH ME LOOKS LIKE

You will move consciously through all of your main bodies
and areas of your life, realizing your
limitlessness

consciousness,

unified body of

activating your aligned

potential within you.

The journey through the subconscious terrain in the
many planes of the body and psyche, coupled with
the deep knowledge, full processing and visceral
processes, allows you to clear all your residual
blocks, programming and conditioning acquired
throughout your being.

It is from this space, where you claim your
sovereignty and deep belonging in order to move
through the rest of your life here on Earth with
great purpose, bounty, power and deep reverence
for your life.

PHASE 1-3 : WEEKS 1-7
DURING THIS JOURNEY, THE FIRST PHASE OF CELLULAR
CLEARING IS GREATLY BASED ON POWERFUL JOURNEY
WORK WHICH BEGINS TO UPROOT SUBCONSCIOUS
PATTERNING FROM THE ROOTS IN THE BODY.

THIS PHASE INCLUDES (BUT NOT LIMITED TO) :

1) PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT & CLEARING
We find all the milestones and blocks which have
settled in your subconscious as limiting beliefs in
your reality. These include unconscious patterns,
emotional self-sabotage and self-defeating blocks.
We focus on Self Worth, Value and Self Observation.

2) RELATIONSHIPS AND ATTACHMENT PATTERNS
We look at your relationships and how they have
acted out dynamics and attachment systems which
have left harming your relationships with your family,
co-workers, friends or children. We take intensive
care to weed out all the unconscious dynamics
standing in between you and healthy relationships in
your life - with clients, students and the world
collectively.

3) HEALTH & PHYSICAL BODY
We pin point why your body has taken on an illness
or disorder, and why it has become attached to that
as part of its functioning system.
This is no shortcut - yet we work at such a rapid
pace, as we begin from the root upwards.
We begin to replace your old blocks with a lifegiving, fulfilling blueprint, in alignment with who you
truly are, in your capability – replacing illness and
imbalance with restoring your body to its most
optimal functioning, for you to serve, receive and
embody from your total vitality in your life.

4) ADDICTION LOOPS AND COMPULSIVE
BEHAVIOR
We find the root and the reactions being suppressed
through the act of your addictions or compulsive
behaviours. We define what safety and familiarity has
been given to the subconscious through the addiction.
Once we allow it all to be released, we replace those
behaviours with aligned patterns to your true self without addiction or suppression. A game changer.

5) ANXIETY AND NERVOUS DISORDERS
Here, we address deeply the patterns which solidified
in your body due to familiar states like anxiety. We
address fears and aversions, longing and self worth,
sense of self, and more. We allow the body to come
into a state of balance, and retrain the mind to find a
homeostasis without using the illusion of fear-based
reactions reverting to anxiety and nervous states.
Depression - we address the loss of alignment with
your sense of self, and uncover the layers that have
suppressed your true nature. We align to passion and
fulfillment, after releasing familiar patterns.

6) MONEY, FINANCIAL AND WORTH MENTALITY
A truly primal and highly important factor within your
subconscious Life Blueprint. You DESERVE to be paid
graciously and abundantly for your important work!
We specifically define what your background
Blueprint towards money is. This is the part of your
mind which creates a relationship and reaction
towards money, since childhood. Most people have a
negative emotional bond with money which they are
unaware of, and end up frustrated with their
financial situations as adults, decade after decade.
We find the roots, and begin to release these,
allowing us to reprogram your deep seated
relationship with money into a nourishing and
endlessly positive one. It is a life-changing belief
shift.

7) BUSINESS AND PURPOSE PATH/DIRECTION
We rebuild your true offerings, your messaging, and
your service, based on a clear and clean Blueprint
of your most powerful and ESSENTIAL self. This is
clear of limitation once we have moved through all
the layers in your quantum field. This is rooted in
communicating with your ideal clients, your crystal
clear packaging and your nourishing business
vision...

With my guidance, we solidify your service path ahead with
strategies that are aligned with your nourishment and the
nourishment of your clients/students.

After the first phases of clearing are complete, you
will continue on balancing each area into deep
awareness of its function and its essence;
so your divine blueprint is activated and structured to
your natural existence, as we walk ahead into your
aligned service.

Harmony, nourishment, balance & love within,
automatically reflects this without. This occurs
around WEEK 5 and 6, when aligned action begins
to take place within the physical body and
presence in day to day business and life.
Realizing and activating the deep remembrance of
your inner being (WITHOUT the old 'junk') will assist the
activation of our entire existence, and

release

yourself as part of the whole from the karmic cycle;
from fear & misery; patterning and self-sabotage,
Allowing one to so realize true embodiment,
abundance & bliss.

All this will take place within the utmost ease,
commitment and grace, utilizing the process work as
the foundation of your new paradigm, running
coherently alongside your inherent functioning
abilities as you are UNIQUELY designed to BE.
The work moves on a divine pathway, which is paved
through the uncovering of untruths, journeying through
the realization and reactivation of the deep essential
self, of your inherent functioning human bodily vessel.

Through this remembering, using the somatic,
psychosomatic, visceral processes, meditations,
body journeys, emotional un-entanglement
processes, uniquely formulated reprogramming
practices for your specific hooks

and so much

more;
we open the doors of our essential being, our
essential purity, our essential heart once again
and so reconnect with our true divine nature in a
solid embodied way,
all within ease and grace, to never “fall back”
again.

Because the path is already laid out for you, dear
tecaher - clear, innate and secure. This time with
Isabelle and Life Blueprint, forms a “ladder”

out of the

illusion of limitation, finite, self-sabotage, and thus
present you the steps to take in order to ascend out
of the stuck patterns, whether they are conscious
or unconscious, and become deeper and deeper
self-empowered and sovereign.
The memory of the original divine functioning is still
deeply held within your body, it is just dormant… so
through simply following the guidance of the process
and taking the responsibility to make these steps
within your entire being, you will rise into the true
vessel you already are; embracing completely & fully
your expansive heart embodiment.

10 X EXCLUSIVE 1:1 WEEKLY 60 MINUTE PRIVATE SESSIONS
OF RAPID TRANSFORMATION PROCESSES AND DEEP
GUIDANCE WITH ISABELLE VIA ZOOM

1

(VALUE $3550)

X WEEKLY POWERFUL INTEGRATIVE PERSONAL GUIDANCE

AUDIO CHECK-IN

DIRECTLY FROM ISABELLE, IN ORDER TO

KEEP MOMENTUM OF YOUR PRACTICE AND SHIFTS IN
BETWEEN LIVE SESSIONS

FREE LIFETIME 25% OFF

(VALUE $899)
ON ALL FUTURE PROGRAMS, BOOKS

AND TRANSFORMATION MATERIAL

(VALUE $1990+)
YOU ALSO GAIN IMMEDIATE ACCESS TO:
THE

FULL 8-PART 8-HOUR JOURNEY

INTO THE RAINBOW QUANTUM MASTERY COURSE!
STUDY AUDIO CLASSES)

(VALUE: $599)

(SELF-

A FULL 1 DAY V.I.P DAY WITH ISABELLE - SPEND 5
HOURS 1:1

AS YOUR JOURNEY COMES TO A CLOSE, TO

LIBERATE YOUR WAY FORWARD AND MAP OUT YOUR NEXT
STEPS TO ENSURE LONG LASTING SHIFTS!

(VALUED

$1099)
A HAND-SIGNED COPY OF HER MOST RECENT BOOK!
DIRECTLY TO YOUR MAIL. (POSTAGE EXCL)

You will learn how to create the state of awareness to
flow in alignment with your full sovereignty.

You will Journey through your subconscious patterning,
cellular memory & human mass conscious conditioning in
order to liberate yourself fully.

You will gain abundant awareness of your personal
behaviours and choices and where they are rooted

You will learn how to reprogram your thoughts and
energetic bio-field

You will learn how to journey into the body in order to
eradicate illness and symptomatic sickness.

You will gain deeply profound awareness when accessing
the roots of your personal belief system held within the
cellular memory of your body

You will constantly integrate techniques for
reprogramming your vessel, your mind and so much more.

“Will This time Change Me/who I AM?”
The answer is simple; “No.”
It is understandable that when You go on a Journey, and You
have a family or close circle of friends for example, that You
might fear to evolve so much that this may be disrupted. The
Truth is; You will only become ever more You. You will become
a Purer version of You, a more Embodied version of You, a
Clearer version of You, a more Satisfied and aligned version of
You. As your state Rises, Any people and situations in Your Life
that do not match the frequency of True expanded, conscious
Love and your true benefit, will automatically dissolve, and
Give You continuously More Space To Receive Ever Deeper
Harmony, Joy and Unity.
Isn’t that what we all are striving for?
IT WILL change your facial expressions, some people experience
eye colour changes, weight loss/gain. Your body and being
adjust to the most beneficial vessel for YOU.

“Will I be able to make money/financial abundance &
nourishment after this journey?”
The answer is “Yes, and almost immediately after.” Usually,
already during, due to the higher state of being that you’ll be
allowing yourself to realise and embody, releasing old
constructs around your worth and around money, this will
attract and create pathways for you to flourish financially,
automatically.
IF & when, of course, You put in the effort and make it happen
into form. It becomes clear and directive energy which you
begin to utilize within your aligned purpose.

Abundance goes where Pure Intention & Realization of SelfEmpowerment Is, and these topics will also be present during
the sessions in the later phase of planning your purposeful
service offerings and setting up systems to receive your worth.

CLAIMING YOUR
JOURNEY
TO CONFIRM, YOU MUST FIRST BOOK A FREE CALL WITH
ISABELLE; THIS IS YOUR BASIC CONNECTION ASSESSMENT,
TO SEE IF YOU ARE TRULY READY AT THIS VERY POINT IN
TIME.
IF YOU HAVE ALREADY HAD THIS CALL AND ARE RECEIVING THIS
INFORMATION DOCUMENT, THEN IT
IS TRUSTED YOU ARE FULLY READY! THIS MEANS YOU NEED NO
FURTHER CONNECTION CALL UNTIL YOU BEGIN YOUR JOURNEY!

PLEASE NOTE:

THERE IS A MAXIMUM ALLOWANCE OF 8 PEOPLE

PER 90 DAY CYCLE, THIS IS TO GIVE THE BEST PERSONAL
SUPPORT DURING THIS VERY ESSENTIAL PART WITHIN
EVERYBODY’S INDIVIDUAL PROCESS.

